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Abstract 0S11

In lead-bismuth eutectic (LBE) systems, an effective technique for corrosion prevention
is via active control of the thermodynamic oxygen activity (TOA) in the molten
metal[1][2]. Because of the relative inertnessof Pb andBi, it is possible to “passivate”
the surface of structuralsteelswith a protective “self-healing” oxide film by controlling
the oxygen concentration in LBE. In thispaper we report the experimentaland numerical
results fi-omour development of oxygen sensors to measureand control TOA and
modeling of corrosion process with oxygen controi.

The measurementof the oxygen concentrationis accomplished with ceramic solid-
electrolyte sensors based on zirconia or thoria.We chose to use a closed rounded cone of
the electrolyte with a seal away from the hot metal. These cones aredeveloped for
automobile industryand are about 1-2” long, with an integralflange at the base. This
shape is strong, suitable for insertioninto liquid LBE andhas a flanged sealing surface
thatmay be clamped for a high temperatureseal.

We have successfully developed an yttrium-stabilizedzirconia (YSZ) oxygen sensor with
a Bi/Bi203 reference electrode in our testLBE system. The sensor is replaceable and uses
a graphitegasket on the flange to form a high temperatureseal when clamped to the end
of a stainlesssteel fitting. The LBE system has a gas inlet for adding H2or 02 for control
and a continuous oscillating agitationof the liquid metal. We can control the TOA with
gas mixtures and measurethe resultingvoltages, as shown in Figure 1. Using the output
voltage as a control parameterwe can stabilize the TOA (oxygen concentration) to any
given value in the usefid rangebetween saturation(precipitationof PbO) and reduction of
iron oxides. Polished, electrically isolated stainlesssteel samples are insertedinto LBE at
various oxygen concentrations for extended periods duringwhich various electrical
characteristicsof the stainlesssteel– LBE interface arerecorded for comparison with the
resultingsurface effects.
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Figure 1. Voltage outputof LBE:YSZ:Bi/Biz03 Sensor (1.2 cc/rein of 6YoHJ94% Ar
flows continuously, 0.04 cc/rein of 10’%0J90% Ar is added at the startof the graph).

The presence of an oxide film on the steel surfaces can drasticallyreduce the level of Fe
at the structureand LBE interface, thusreducing the corrosion rate[2]. In non-isothermal
LBE flow systems, Fe from steel is removed from hot legs and transferredto the cold
legs where it precipitates as iron oxides. We modeled the corrosion process with oxygen
control and compared with corrosion without oxygen.

The transportof Fe in LBE satisfies the convection-diffision equation. If we assume that
convection is dominant in the axial direction and diffusion is dominant in the transverse
direction (applicable for most pipe flow configurations), the governing equation
becomes:

8’C
u(y): = D—

42 ‘

where D is the mass diffusion coefficient. The concentrationof Fe at the interface (wall)
can be determinedby:

c(y = O) = cj~ exp(4.66 – y) (with oxygen control)

or
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c(j = O) = exp(4.63 –— (without oxygen control)

where C02is the oxygen concentrationin weight percent and T is temperaturein Kelvin.

If we furtherassumethe majority of the diffusion process occurs nearwall, as in fully
turbulentflows, we can solve the above equationusing Fouriertransform. The detail of
the solution procedure will be reported elsewhere. We found thatthereis a phase shift of
corrosion mass flux profile with respect to the temperatureprofile. In the case of a single
harmonic temperatureprofile, the maximum corrosion (precipitation) occurs one twelfth
of a period aheadof the highest (lowest) temperature.
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Figure 2. Temperaturedistributionand calculated corrosion (precipitation) rates in a
materialstest loop with oxygen control (Co=l 0-5wt0A)and without oxygen.

The analysis is applied to the MaterialsTest Loop (MTL) under construction at LANL.
The MTL consists of a heater,a recuperatorand a heat exchangerto set the temperature
variations.Figure 2 shows the calculated corrosion/precipitation ratein the loop. As is
shown, this ratecan be thousandsof times lower with oxygen control compared to that
without any oxygen in LBE. In this case, thehighest corrosion occurs at the end of the
heatersection where the temperatureis thehighest. However the highest precipitation
occurs at the end of the recuperator,which is at the mid-point of the temperaturerange.



This model will assistthe design and analysisof corrosion experiments,and the design
and maintenanceof oxygen controlled LBE systems.
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